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This book is dedicated to
my family



Brianna is a girl who loves adventure and
also she day dreams quiet alot

BriannaH



TIMON

Timon is a funny guy who loves hiking
and enjoys pizza.



Vianna

Vianna is a friendly girl who loves
spending time with friends and plays

tennis.



She enjoys going into the
woods and spend time

there alone.  Sometimes
her friends Timon and

Vianna join her.

Once upon a time in
a dark mystical
forest there lived a
girl called Brianna.



Brianna said ‘ok’ and
away she went.

One fine day,while  
she was playing
with her cat,her
sister approched
and asked,’Oh!
Brianna,can you get
some woods from
the forest?’



When she was enjoying her walk, she fell into a deep pit in
which she could not climb up. After trying for so many

hours she was finally able to reach out with great effort.



By the time she reached out, it
was dark and gloomy which
made her run home fast.  She
reached home in a blink of an
eye and just lied on her bed out
of tiresome.



The next day when she opens her
eye,she sees her sister infront of

heraskimg for the wood. The puzzled
Briannah remembers that she left

them back in the pit. But she never
wanted to explain that to her sister.



Few years later Briannah,Timon and Vianna
 went for a camping to the woods.

They found a perfect stream on their 
way to freshen up and to have their brunch.

The walk continues to the woods to find
 a perfect place for camping.



In a while Vianna realized
that they were missing
something around. it was not
a thing, they actually lost
Briannah.



They ran here and there and shout out loud, “Briannah
where are you.....? Can you hear us....?”No reply they

got. The worried friends started sobbing and being
helpless in the middle of the woods.



Add more text

Suddenly Timon remembers the pit Briannah was
telling some years back. He pulls Vianna and runs
faster as he could to find the pit. Sadly, she wasn’t in.



They made a wish that by the
time the sun rises their friend
to be back with them. The
daylight dims and night falls.
The hungry and tired children
fall asleep on the ground
failing to find their friend
Briannah.



On the other side, Briannah is stuck inside
the cave. It was looking fascinated and has
attracted her into it. It made her forget her
friends. She lost herself in the mesmerizing

beauty of the cave.



She saw some tiny holes which
allowed sunlight in , and
realizes that it was fading. She
could not come back due to
the darkness. She fell asleep
in the cave with no option.



The sunlight falls again.
Realizing her mistake,
Briannah shout out loud,
“Timon... Vianna... Can you
hear me.....? I’m in the cave
near the stream... Help
me...”



The echo from the cave  was so loud and
clear. They both ran fast to find their

friend.
They were very happy to find their friend

and they did not believe their wish will
come true in overnight.



The hungry children opened their food. But they
ended up eating only the biscuits as Timon’s pizza
was no longer fresher but was stale and stinky.



Briannah decided not to
come to the woods
alone ever again as she
has two nightmares to
haunt her for her
lifetime.

The children learned a
lesson how important it
is to stay together when
they are out of home to
avoid miserable
situations.



They reached home safe and
had a good meal and a nap
thinking how blessed they
were to have caring friends.
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